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AuthorHouse. Hardcover. Condition: New. 356 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.3in. x 1.4in.The First
Wandmaker continues the Elfdreams series. Buoyed by Magick, Drelves prevail against the forces of
Aulgmoor and their embittered leader Saligia. War costs the Drelves dearly. Leadership of the forest
people falls on the shoulders of the beautiful young Teacher and even younger Spellweaver.
Conflicts embroil all peoples of Parallan, including Drelves, Drolls, Kiennites, dryads, water sprites,
tree sprites, tree harders, and rare healers called Menders. Threads of Magick connect other
peoples, places, and times to Parallan. Dreamraiders use the power of Translocation, meddle in the
affairs of the World of the Three Suns, and pit Drelve against Drelve, brother against brother, and
Spellweaver against Spellweaver. What motivates the powerfulDream Master What secrets do
mysterious gray stones hold What roles have the mysterious Thirttene Friends and a greenish
Drelvish Menderish, Spellweaverish fellow Escape to an elfdream! Deathquest to Parallan, the Orb of
Chalar, the Death of Magick, the Chalice of Mystery, the Dawn of Magick, and The Lost Spellweaver. .
. The Donothor and Elfdreams of Parallan series. . . different Sci-Fi Fantasy. This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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Reviews
Extremely helpful to all of category of men and women. it had been writtern extremely completely and helpful. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Joha tha n Ha a g
It is straightforward in read through better to recognize. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this published e pdf. Its been written in an
extremely basic way and is particularly merely following i finished reading through this ebook through which really transformed me, alter the way i
believe.
-- Delia K ling
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